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● Ohama Beach

※about 20 min. 2,000 Yen

※ Please exchange enough amount of currencies before leaving the ship.
No places to exchange foreign currencies in the city.
Almost no places where foreign currencies and credit cards are available.

You can relax to see the
beautiful scenery of the beach.

■ Credit cards available
▲ ATM for Foreign cash cards

A museum to introduce
traditions and cultures of
Amami. （Entrance fee:
300 Yen）
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※about 5 min. 600 Yen
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※
The fare and time required
are a rough standard per taxi
(up to 4 peoples).

Tunnel

■

※
The fare and time required may
vary by the traffic conditions.

A major drugstore to sell
general cosmetics, health food
etc.
※about 10 min. 800 Yen

An exhibition place of “Habu,”
Amami’s poisonous snake.
(Entrance fee: 500 Yen)
You can buy souvenirs made
from Habu.

I came to Amami Oshima by a cruise ship.
I would like to get back to the ship
staying at Naze Port Cruise Ship Berth.
---------------------------------------------------請把我送回游輪停泊的，「名瀨港郵輪
停泊位」。謝謝!
---------------------------------------------------
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奄美観光
ハブセンター

※
At the cruise ship berth, you can
buy local specialties between the
ship arrival to the departure.

※about 10 min. 800 Yen）

※

■
A major drugstore to sell
general cosmetics, health food
etc.

At the ship departure, we will see
you off with Shima-uta (local folk
song).
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■▲
A supermarket called “Ion
Plaza,” a little smaller than
“Ion Mall.”
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※about 10min. 800 Yen

Naze city center is a local
shopping mall where small
shops are located.
>Souvenir shops to sell Oshima
Tsumugi Pongee
>Restaurants to serve Keihan,
Kokuto Shochu
>Supermarket etc.

▲
郵便局
ATM

In the direction of Oshima
Branch Office, you will see a
sign of “Ogami-yama
Observatory.” You will arrive at
the observatory in about 20
min. from the entrance.
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When you go to Naze city
center by a taxi, you can get off
at “AiAi Hiroba Mae” smoothly.
You can get on a taxi from the
same place as well.
※about 10min. 800 Yen
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■ Credit cards available
▲ ATM for foreign cash cards

The Number of taxis are limited. It would be appreciated if you ride together with the other tourists.

